Implications of Regulation (EU) No 2024/1106: Reporting from OMPs

Joint roundtable meeting with AEMPs, OMPs and RRMs
Virtual meeting
29 May 2024, 10:30 – 13:00 CET
1. Obligations in force with the revised REMIT: MPs, OMPs and RRM responsibilities and obligations – ACER’s presentation

2. Q&A session
Obligations in force with the revised REMIT
Revised REMIT Regulation

11th April 2024
- Signing of the Regulation (EU) No 2024/1106 amending REMIT (revised REMIT)

17th April 2024
- Publication of revised REMIT and ACER’s Open letter

7th May 2024
- Entry into force of the revised REMIT

Immediate implications on the data reporting obligations upon the entry into force:

- New definitions
- **Obligations as per Article 8(1a) on ‘order book reporting’**
- Notification on the use of algo trading and/or DEA

By 8 May 2025
The Commission shall adopt the related implementing and delegated acts
The obligation for OMPs to report data relating to order books has been introduced in Article 8(1a) of the revised REMIT

‘1a. For the purpose of reporting records of transactions on the wholesale energy market, including orders to trade, that are entered into, concluded or executed at OMPs, those OMPs, or third parties on their behalf, shall:

(a) make available to the Agency data relating to the order book, in accordance with the specifications set out in the Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014, thereby fulfilling on behalf of market participants their obligations pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article; or

(b) upon the Agency’s request, give the Agency access without delay to the order book so that the Agency is able to monitor trading on the wholesale energy market.

By 8 May 2025, the Commission shall adopt implementing acts specifying the further details regarding the operation of this paragraph, including the specific arrangements for ensuring effective data reporting. Those implementing acts shall be adopted in accordance with the examination procedure referred to in Article 21(2).
Order book reporting

Article 8(1a)a

- **Interim phase**
Main messages from the ACER Open letter

- Reporting of certain contracts or information (e.g. storage contracts for gas and electricity, contracts for balancing markets, reporting of exposures) is included in the revised REMIT regulation but not included in the REMIT Implementing Regulation in force ((EU) No 1348/2014)
  - The data reporting for such contracts can commence only once the revised REMIT Implementing Regulation will enter into force.

- The revised REMIT introduces a definition of OMP, broadening its scope compared to the definition provided in the REMIT Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014
  - The entities now falling under such definition have to notify themselves to ACER in order to be listed in the List of OMPs. ACER does not expect ‘new OMPs’ to commence reporting data not yet foreseen in the REMIT Implementing Regulation until the latter has been revised.
Implications of Article 8(1a)a on OMPs

- The order book data shall be reported to ACER by each OMP on behalf of all MPs trading on their platform.
- Data relating to the order book shall be reported either
  - by the OMP himself → in this case the OMP needs to register as an RRM (‘OMP-RRM’) with ACER
  - OR by a third-party RRM on behalf of the OMP
- The reporting of order book data shall be carried out based on the reporting standards of the current REMIT Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014 (i.e. Table 1 defined in the Annex)
- OMPs shall facilitate the MPs to report post-trade events (where applicable), or information related to the transaction outside the OMP (e.g. beneficiary as a lifecycle event)
- In case the OMP is not yet in a position to comply with the new provision (for technical or organisational issues or due to MPs not having reached out yet to their OMP), the OMP is expected to notify ACER and its clients in due time when ready to start reporting.
Implications of Article 8(1a)a on MPs

• Reporting of transactions, including orders to trade, entered, concluded or executed on an OMP are expected to be reported by the RRM designated by the relevant OMP only

• With the new provision, the market participants’ reporting obligation is considered fulfilled as the reporting is carried out by the OMP

• Individual MPs undertake the necessary steps to make sure the relevant OMPs are ready to carry out the reporting on their behalf

• MPs are required to continue reporting data for the trading activity that takes place outside of an OMP (e.g. bilateral trades or post-trade events related to OMP transactions)
Implications of Article 8(1a)a on RRMs

In ACER’s view, currently the following scenarios might apply:

A. OMP has started reporting (via OMP-RRM or designated RRM) on behalf of all MPs

B. OMP has not yet started reporting for some MPs, 3rd party RRM is still reporting
   • As of 7 May 2024, OMPs should report on behalf of all MPs

C. OMP started reporting (either via RRM OMP or another RRM) but a 3rd party RRM is also reporting => duplications
   • ACER expects that the MP stops reporting via the 3rd party RRM as soon as possible
   • When both entities are reporting, a duplication validation will be triggered (on N and C LCE events) and sent to the RRM that reported second
   • In case the OMP receives duplication rejections, the OMP should use ‘FullSet’ reporting
   • RRMs that received duplication validation should open a contingency report

D. OMP has not yet started reporting for some MPs, 3rd party RRM has stopped reporting
Order book reporting (OMP vs. RRM)

• Currently, multiple RRM are reporting data for one OMP (completeness and consistency issues)

• Expected outcome:
  • Complete and coherent order book data (created by an OMP and reported by one RRM)
  • Expected OMP:RRM ratio of n:1

• Continuous monitoring on ACER’s side is ongoing
Article 8(1a)b
Article 8(1a)b

For the purpose of reporting records of transactions in the wholesale energy market, including orders to trade, entered, concluded or executed at organised marketplaces, those OMPs, or third parties on their behalf, shall:

(a) make available to the Agency data relating to the order book, in accordance with the specifications set out in the Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014, thereby fulfilling on behalf of market participants their obligations pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article;

or,

(b) upon the Agency’s request, give the Agency access without delay to the order book so that the Agency is able to monitor trading on the wholesale energy market.

Implications of Article 8(1a)b for OMPs:
As of the entry into force of the revised REMIT, ACER can, where necessary and proportionate, request OMPs to provide access to the order books.
Article 8 (1a)b) reads as follows:

“upon the Agency’s request, give the Agency access without delay to the order book so that the Agency is able to monitor trading on the wholesale energy market”.

Potential application:

• Ad hoc requests of a limited time period of all order book data
• Ad hoc requests of access to the trading platform
Upcoming Public consultation

• The revision of the REMIT Implementing Regulation, to be carried out by the European Commission, is expected to be concluded by 8 May 2025 (adoption of the new REMIT Implementing Regulation)

• ACER plans to launch a public consultation by the end of June on the revision of the Annex of the current REMIT Implementing Regulation

• Scope: collect feedback and ideas to refine the input and provide them to the Commission on the revision of the REMIT Implementing Regulation
Q&A session

Disclaimer:
The information and views presented in the Q&A session cannot be considered an official communication or position of ACER. The official communications of the Agency are published and available on the ACER website.
• Questions have been submitted by AEMPs, OMPs and RRM invited to this Roundtable prior to the meeting (apart from questions on slides 26 and 27, which have been prepared by ACER)

• The submitted questions have been anonymised and, where possible, grouped together for the sake of efficiency
Obligations and timeline
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who has the obligation to report orders? And which is the implementation period to comply to such obligation?</td>
<td>As of the entry into force of the revised REMIT, OMPs shall report to ACER the data relating to the order book(s) for all market participants trading on the OMP, thereby fulfilling the market participants’ reporting obligations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there any prospect of the timetable for reporting being delayed to give industry time for compliance?</td>
<td>As indicated in the Open letter, OMPs shall report to ACER the data relating to the order book(s) for all market participants trading on the OMP as of the entry into force of the revised REMIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can ACER consider a ‘No-Action’ procedure for Article 8 of REMIT 2 prior to any implementing acts taking effect?</td>
<td>No such procedure will be introduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you please confirm that market participants will not be held responsible in case of OMPs default on order book(s) reporting regarding timeliness, accuracy or reliability of OMPs reporting data? In other words: Market participants remain only responsible to ensure that OMPs have the necessary data to report on their behalf (i.e. ACER code and information on the beneficiary)?</td>
<td>Article 8(1) of the revised REMIT: While overall responsibility lies with market participants, once the required information is received from a person or an entity listed in paragraph 4, points (b) to (f), the reporting obligation on the market participant in question shall be considered to be fulfilled. MPs are expected to ensure that the OMP (being an OMP-RRM or using a 3rd party RRM on behalf of the OMP) is carrying out the reporting. Reference to Article 11(2), third sentence of the REMIT Implementing Regulation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transition period and implementation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What notifications does ACER expect OMPs to make in respect of Article 8 of REMIT 2?</td>
<td>In case the OMP is not yet in a position to comply with the new provision (for technical or organisational issues or due to some MPs not yet cooperating), the OMP should notify ACER and its clients in due time when ready to start reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can OMPs nominate more than one RRM?</td>
<td>It is ACER’s expectation that OMPs make available to ACER data relating to the order book via a single RRM reporting on their behalf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will ACER support the OMPs in cases MPs do not collaborate?</td>
<td>ACER expects MPs and OMPs to comply with their obligations defined in Articles 8 and 9 of the revised REMIT. If needed, ACER can provide further guidance. In case of breaches of Article 9, the relevant NRA is expected to be notified by the OMP. ACER does not expect to assign specific ACER codes different from the ones assigned during the registration phase pursuant to Article 9 of REMIT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can ACER issue and assign EU ACER codes to MP’s who have not already registered, to expedite the transition to OMP reporting? This would eliminate a time-consuming dependency on each MP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due to REMIT II, article 8.a, OMPs should report all transactions data to ACER (via ARIS) on behalf of market participants. Could you please elaborate on any measures already taken by ACER to avoid double-reporting from the OMP and the MP (via a different RRM)</td>
<td>We would expect that the MPs stop reporting via the 3rd party RRM (i.e. a different RRM than the one designated by the OMP) as soon as possible. If both entities, i.e. the 3rd party RRM and the RRM designated by the OMP, are reporting the same data on behalf of the MP, duplication validation will be triggered (on records reported with Action type ‘New’ and ‘Cancel’) and sent to the RRM that reported second. In case OMPs receive duplication rejections, OMPs should use ‘FullSet’ reporting. RRRMs that receive a duplication validation should open a contingency report with the ARIS Central Service Desk. For more information on the reporting of ‘FullSet’, please refer to ACER REMIT Information System Data Validation available on the ACER website (link here).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should RRMs that are not OMPs or do not report on behalf of OMPs</td>
<td>OMPs are obliged to make available to ACER data relating to the order book; On the other side, 3rd party RRMs are not expected to reject the data if MPs request them to report on their behalf records of transactions concluded on OMPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do if their clients-MPs keep submitting Table 1, Data Field (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organised market place ID = OMP as provided in ACER’s list of OMPs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should we reject or not report the data to ACER? If reporting, how,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to avoid rejection because of duplication?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will ACER stop accepting OMP data from RRMs that are not OMPs or do</td>
<td>Not for the time being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not report on behalf of OMPs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should OMP-RRMs stop providing the raw data to MPs on a regular basis</td>
<td>It depends on the contractual arrangements between the OMP and the MP. The OMP can align with the MP regarding the handling of raw data once the OMP-RRM is able to start reporting data related to the order book on behalf of the MP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(as it is now done with exchange clients that are not RRM clients) and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only do it for ad-hoc requests?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can ACER confirm its expectation that any corrections required for data reported to ACER by RRM other than the OMP RRM prior to the start date of the obligation under Article 8(1a) are the responsibility of the MP?</td>
<td>Yes, the ultimate responsibility of reporting the correct data lies with the MP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will ACER allow MPs to engage with alternate RRM for the reporting of non-exchange traded orders?</td>
<td>The choice of RRM for non-OMP traded orders are still at the discretion of the MP. No change is considered compared to current set-up.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Delegation of reporting
### Question

Do MPs need no more reporting delegation agreements or reporting monitoring systems and may rely on the ACER list of OMPs as ultimate information source? Reporting of order books, orders and transactions by OMPs should be performed automatically, without requiring formal delegation by market participants.

Existing (listed) “old” OMPs must perform the order book(s) reporting obligation on the basis of current reporting standards. Therefore, is it correct that market participants shall not be required any longer to enter into delegation agreements with OMPs, nor to have any additional reporting and monitoring systems in place to cover reporting of OMPs orders and transactions by themselves? In effect, market participants will rely on the coverage and on the reporting monitoring through OMPs reporting, correct?

### Answer

Article 8(1a) of REMIT introduces a new legal obligation for OMPs to report order book information to ACER on behalf of MPs. The revised REMIT is silent regarding the need for a contractual relationship. Only the second sentence of Article 6(1) of the REMIT Implementing Regulation obliges OMPs to offer data reporting agreements at the request of the MPs. It is ACER’s opinion that the reporting by the OMP therefore does not require a contractual agreement, but at the request of the MP, the OMP should offer such an agreement. In any case, the absence of such an agreement should not hinder the reporting of the order book information by the OMP.

Please also note that Article 11(2) of REMIT Implementing Regulation still applies.
Data reporting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are orders and transactions covered via order books reporting of OMPs?</td>
<td>As indicated in the Open Letter it is expected that orders and trades constituting an order book are reported to ACER (via Table 1 as per the Annex of the REMIT Implementing Regulation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can ACER confirm its view that MPs shall provide beneficiary data in the reportable transactions data and beneficiary data is still optional (not required) on orders, at this point?</td>
<td>As indicated in FAQ 2.3.9 in consideration of the obligation to report the beneficiary of transactions according to Article 8(1) of REMIT, ACER understands that Direct Market Access (DMA) providers are required to inform the relevant OMP whenever their trading activity occurs on behalf of a third entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As per the published transaction reporting guidance, the population of the Beneficiary ID field is conditionally mandatory for orders, i.e. if available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Registration of third-country MPs
## Registration of third-country MPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If MPs from 3rd countries do not register, we should continue reporting with the &quot;non-EU&quot; annotation? We understand that in the above-mentioned situation there is also no obligation to agree on UTI.</td>
<td>The revised REMIT introduces the obligation for market participants resident in a third country to designate a representative in a Member State in which the market participants are active on the wholesale energy markets. Such a provision complements the existing one on the registration with the national regulatory authority of that Member State. From the data reporting perspective, counterparties in bilateral contracts that are not registered in CEREMP will have to keep being indicated with the non-EU annotation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under the obligation to register in EU in November, can MPs register an EU affiliate/parent/subsidiary as its representative?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does ACER expect OMPs to validate EU restriction credentials of MPs? Can an OMP act as a registering entity? Does ACER consider that the November requirement for MPs to establish an office in the EU applies to all clients of executing or clearing brokers, or that the MP is solely the exchange member entity</td>
<td>Article 9 of the revised REMIT does not introduce any specific obligation on OMPs to act as a registering entity for market participants. The revised obligation applies to all market participants established or resident in a third country entering into transactions that are required to be reported to ACER pursuant to Article 8(1).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Revised REMIT Implementing Regulation
### Data collection under the revised IR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are new Tables for reporting contracts and derivatives relating to the storage of electricity or natural gas in the Union expected?</td>
<td>Details on the reporting of storage of electricity and natural gas contracts and related derivatives will have to be included in the new REMIT Implementing Regulation that will be adopted by the Commission by 8 May 2025. ACER cannot indicate whether the Commission intends to add new Tables for the reporting of storage contracts in the revised REMIT IR, however, the stakeholders’ views on this matter are welcome.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exposure reporting:**
- **How to keep information about your own exposure confidential?** (e.g. reporting on behalf of the client)
- **Should exposure reporting only cover exposure to products with a given customer?**
- **Does this require changing the format of the reporting tables?**
- **How to calculate exposure when reporting on a T+1 basis?**
- **Total exposure at the end of the day or exposure after each individual trade?**

Please note that exposures are not further defined in the revised REMIT regulation, so the question cannot be addressed at this stage. It is, however, likely that the Commission will provide further details on the reporting of exposures in the revised REMIT Implementing Regulation. The stakeholders’ views on this matter are welcome.
Follow up

Do you consider there is a need to organise separate roundtable meetings with individual stakeholder groups as a follow-up to the joint meeting?
Q&As appendix: questions raised during the Roundtable meeting

Disclaimer:

The information and views presented in the Q&A session cannot be considered an official communication or position of ACER. The official communications of the Agency are published and available on the ACER website.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is an OTF / MTF considered an OMP and as such will be expected to provide full reporting for all transactions on its venue; or will it continue as currently where clients choose whether they want the transactions reported from the venue by the venue operator or not? (Adding beneficiary IDs, deal modification, and novation would be examples of post-trade updates)</td>
<td>OTFs and MTS are considered organised marketplaces according to Article (2)(4) of the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1348/2014. For more information, please refer to the extra guidance box on the <em>Definition of an organised marketplace</em> of TRUM v6.0, page 20.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Question

According to the provisions of the new REMIT regulation, can an MP, acting as an RRM, communicate own data on behalf of the OMP (subject to agreement)?

Can you please confirm that lifecycle events on orders and transactions concluded on the OMP are included in the obligation of the order book reporting (e.g., modification of an order on an OMP needs to be reported via the OMP, not via the MP)?

Will ACER require MPs to use the same RRM designated by the OMP to send post-trade updates on OMP original trades, or can the MP use another RRM?

Can the lifecycle of trades be sent by any 3rd party RRM or does the OMP have to do this?

## Answer

Reporting of transactions, including orders to trade, entered, concluded or executed on an OMP have to be reported by the RRM designated by the relevant OMP only.

Yes, lifecycle events taking place on an OMP are subject to the OMP’s reporting obligation according to Article (8)(1a)a.

Depending on the agreement between the MP and the OMP, the MP may report this information through the RRM designated by the OMP or through another channel. OMPs shall facilitate the MPs to report post-trade events (where applicable), or information related to the transaction outside the OMP (e.g. beneficiary as a lifecycle event).
Thank you.
Any questions?

The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect the position or opinion of the Agency.